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Faculty News

Honours and Awards

Diane Bischak was recognized by the Supply Chain Management Association as one of the 100 Influential Women in Canadian Supply Chain in celebration of International Women’s Day, 2019.

Houston Peschl
U of C Sustainability Teaching Award

Scott Radford
U of C Teaching Award
Educational Leadership – Individual

Naor Cohen
U of C Teaching Award
Experiential Learning Initiatives - Non-academic Staff, Individual
Dean’s Research Scholars

**Charan Bagga** for Eyes High journal article

**Duy Dao** for Eyes High Star journal article

**Hooman Hidaji** for Eyes High Star journal article

**Liena Kano** for Eyes High Star journal article

**Yrjo Koskinen** for Eyes High Star journal article

**Raj Mashruwala** for Eyes High journal article
Miguel Palacios for Eyes High Star journal article

Ruth Pogacar for Eyes High journal article

Justin Weinhardt for Eyes High Star and Eyes High journal articles


Appointments

Alain Verbeke was re-appointed as the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of International Business Studies for 2019–2022.

Luminita Enache is a member of the grant committee award for the Research Grants Council (RGC) of Hong Kong for 2019.

Martin Halek is President of the Western Risk and Insurance Association for 2019.
Research Funding

External Funding

Tak Kuen Siu, PI, with co-investigator Robert Elliott
Australia Research Council Discovery Grant, AUD $450,000
“Two-price Quantitative Finance”

Hooman Hidaji, PI
URGC SSHRC Explore Seed Grant, $14,860
“Impact of Right to Data Portability on Competition, Pricing, and Social Welfare”

Mark Anderson, PI, with co-investigator Dongning Yu
CPA Tax Research Grant, $4,000
“Funds Flow Measurement in the Canadian Oil and Gas Industry”

Hussein Warsame, PI, with co-investigator Syed Rahat Ali Jafri
CPA Tax Research Grant, $4,000
“Information Environment and Tax Avoidance”

Rong Zhao, PI, with co-investigator Anup Srivastava
CPA Tax Research Grant, $5,000
“New Economy Firms and Non-GAAP Financial Reporting”

Internal Funding

Ray Zhang, PI
URGC SSHRC Explore Seed Grant, $14,950
“The Impact of Blockchain on Multi-sided Platforms”
Irene Herremans, PI, with co-investigator Arturo Marino
CPA Tax Research Grant, $4,000
“The Board’s Role in Risk Management during the Recent Oil Price Drop”

Mark Anderson, PI, with co-investigators Hussein Warsame and Sina Rahiminejad
CPA Tax Research Grant, $4,000
“The Direction of Sales Change, Earnings Persistence, and Book Tax Differences”

Mark Anderson, PI, with co-investigator Dongning Yu
CPA Managerial Research Grant, $4,000
“Labour Adjustment Strategies and Productivity across Business Cycles”

Raj Mashruwala, PI, with co-investigator Ye Wang
CPA Managerial Research Grant, $5,000
“Revenue Uniqueness and Cost Uniqueness”

Irene Herremans, PI, with co-investigator Dongning Yu
CPA Managerial Research Grant, $5,000
“User Inter- and Intra-Organizational Arrangements to Reduce GHG Emissions”

Patricia Danyluk, PI, with co-investigator David Lertzman
Taylor Institute for Teaching and Learning - Teaching and Learning Grant, $7,500
“Creating Ethical Space for Indigenization of Academic Programs at U of C”
Research Publications

Eyes High and Financial Times Journal Articles

Eyes High Star Journal Articles


Eyes High Journal Articles


FT 50 Journal Articles

Peer-reviewed Articles

Accounting


Business and the Environment


Business Technology Management


Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Finance


Operations Research and Supply Chain Management


Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources


Risk Management and Insurance


Strategy and Global Management


Editorials and Other Articles


Books

**Ingelson A** (Ed.), (2019, Jan.) *Environment in the Courtroom* (807 p.), University of Calgary Press.


Book Chapters


**Business Cases**


Professional Articles


Conference Activity

Conference Service

Barrie Nault was co-chair of the Theory in Economics of Information Systems Workshop, Vancouver, BC, Mar. 15-18, 2019.


Conference Proceedings


Conference Presentations


Presentations - Non-peer-reviewed

Enache L. (2019, Feb. 15). Signalling long-term focus through textual emphasis of innovation: are firms putting their money where their mouth is? Victoria University Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand. Invited


Haskayne Hour Presentations

January 22, 2019
Robert Mansell, School of Public Policy
Tim Hearn, Former Chairman and CEO, Imperial Oil
“How is the federation working today?: A scorecard”

March 6, 2019
Charl Els, University of Alberta
Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Joudry, Canadian Military
Sigfrid Santiago, Health and Industrial Hygiene, TransCanada
“Cannabis: Is there an impact on the workplace?”
In the Media


Alex David was interviewed on Red FM about Alberta’s rise in insolvency rates, Jan. 10, 2019.


Catherine was also interviewed about Facebook's 15-year anniversary on “The Shift with Drex” on Global News Radio, Vancouver (Feb. 3, 2019) and by 680 CJOB Winnipeg (Feb. 4, 2019).


Bob Schulz was interviewed by CTV News about “Indian Resources Council of Canada proposing to purchase TransMountain pipeline”, Jan. 15, 2019.


This story was picked up by various other media outlets, including Noticias Venezuela, Economia y Tecnologia en Trujillo, Le Monde, Clarin.com and Archy Worldys.


Post-doctoral Fellow News

Peer-reviewed Articles


In the Media

Lisa Belanger is interviewed in the article, “Companies make room for the office power nap, recognizing need for rest,” in the Calgary Herald, Feb. 10, 2019. [https://calgaryherald.com/pmn/health-pmn/companies-make-room-for-the-office-power-nap-recognizing-need-for-rest/wcm/df68397c-c1dd-437e-9fc3-51ae7a75198f](https://calgaryherald.com/pmn/health-pmn/companies-make-room-for-the-office-power-nap-recognizing-need-for-rest/wcm/df68397c-c1dd-437e-9fc3-51ae7a75198f)
Graduate Student News

Field of Study Exam

Aidan Dumaisnil successfully passed her field of study exam on Feb. 7, 2019. Aidan is a PhD student in the Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources area at the Haskayne School of Business. She is supervised by Drs. Anne Kleffner and Jaana Woiceshyn.

In the Media

Carly Drake was interviewed by Joelle Tomlinson, CTV Morning Live, in a news segment on the subject of news coverage of female athletes on Jan. 14, 2019.
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